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• CHIROPRACTIC • NUTRITION • CHINESE MEDICINE • APPLIED KINESIOLOGY

404.253.3110 

• Mercury-free for more than 35 years
• Safe removal of mercury fi l l ings: SMART protocol
• Dental Ozone treatment
• Biocompatible dental materials
• Very low-radiation digital x-rays

Roberta D. Cann,
D.M.D., AIAOMT

Cale Jackson,
D.M.D., IAOMT

We have created a welcoming and respectful 
environment for your care, including:

Atlanta Dental Wellness (formerly known as Cann 
Dentistry) welcomes chemically and environmentally 
sensitive patients, as well as patients who simply want 
their dental care to be in harmony with their healthy 
lifestyle.

Our focus is the total health, comfort
and well-being of our patients.

Matthew Giordano,
D.M.D., IAOMT

atldentalwellness.com
404-233-1102

Atlanta Dental Wellness
3525 Piedmont Road
Building 5, Suite 408
Atlanta, GA 30305

Facebook.com/atlantadentalwellness



Health care is one of the fastest growing industries in the United States and Parker University’s 
health and wellness degrees are a great option for anyone wanting to help improve the lives of 
others through natural, non-invasive health and wellness.

Is a career helping through natural health and wellness for you? Do you want to bring your career 
and practice to the next level? Check out these degrees Parker University has to offer.

• Master of Science — Functional Nutrition
• Master of Science — Strength and Human Performance
• Master of Science — Neuroscience
• Master of Science — Clinical Neuroscience
• Bachelor of Science — Psychology
• Bachelor of Science — Integrative Health

IN POSITION TO HELP OTHERS!

Parker University has been named the second fastest growing university in North Texas and the 
fourth fastest in the state of Texas. 

For more information on these or other degrees at Parker University or to speak to an 
advisor today, call us at 800.637.8337 or email us at askparkeradmissions@parker.
edu. Ready to apply? Go to Parker.edu today!
Accreditation
Parker University is a not-for-profit university and is regionally accredited by the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges.
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Natural Products & Green Living Event

Sponsors:

• Live Health Lectures

• Vitamins &  

Supplements

• Natural Beauty Products

• Natural & Organic  

Foods

• Alternative Medicine

• Eco Friendly Products

• Healthy Cooking  

Demos

• Yoga & Pilates Demos

• Buy Your Favorite 

Products at Discount

• Kid’s Activities

• Product Samples

• Gluten Free Products

• Relaxation  

Massage Area

• And Much More!

Exhibitor Space Available 
Call 770-806-7492

facebook.com/AliveExpo twitter.com/Alive_Expo email newsletter
MONTHLY GIVEAWAYS

www.AliveExpo.com

• $5 General Admission •
FREE Admission - see Ad on page 21

Sponsored by Natural Awakenings Magazine

16th Annual Alive! Expo Atlanta 
Cobb Galleria Centre, Hall A

April 24 & 25, 2021
Saturday 10am to 6pm
Sunday 11am to 6pm

Online
WEb ExcluSivES

livE A HEART-HEAlTHy 
lifESTylE
integrative cardiologists on 
Preventing Heart Disease

bit.ly/live-heart-healthy-lifestyle

HEARTfElT EATiNg
best foods for a 
Heart-Healthy Diet

bit.ly/heartfelt-eating

SAyiNg ‘i Do’ 
To THE PlANET 
green Weddings Embrace 
Sustainability

bit.ly/green-weddings

big lovE fRoM 
SMAll ANiMAlS 
The Joy of furry little 
companions

bit.ly/big-love-small-pets

Community partners
Natural Awakenings is grateful to these companies who sponsor our website. 

naatlanta.com

rewind
after four years of natural awakenings, our publisher picks 
his favorite articles from his first three issues.

the saCred meal 
an essay by Barbara Brown taylor

bit.ly/sacred-meal

atlanta women rising
meredith leapley, Bridgette massey peterson                      
and sue schroeder

bit.ly/ate-women-rising

role awakens aCtress to new reality 
tara ochs

bit.ly/role-awakens-actress

sudden awaking Changes everything 
tammy Billups

bit.ly/sudden-awakening

alternative therapies offer frontline 
defense against pain
bit.ly/frontline-defense-against-pain

suBsCriBe
to our
newsletter

don’t miss out on atlanta’s  
#1 source for natural healing  
and personal evolution  
articles and commentary. 
Sign up now for our twice- 
monthly e-newsletter!   
bit.ly/signup-fomo

@naatlanta
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CORReCtiOn: in the article "Healing Race-based trauma" in our February issue, 
the photo labeled "dr. Joy deGruy" was not of her. the photo has been corrected 
in the online version of the story.

Promise me you’ll always remember—
you’re braver than you believe, 
and stronger than you seem 
and smarter than you think.

~ christopher Robin 
from Winnie the Pooh

LetteR FROm tHe PuBLisHeR

It crept up on me, unnoticed, until 
I sat down to write this letter: With 
this issue, I complete four years of 

publishing Natural Awakenings. 
And what I want to say on this anniver-

sary is that I don’t hear enough from you, 
dear reader. Yet when I do hear from you, it’s 
always wonderful. 

Well, almost always. 
One time a woman berated me for unleash-

ing demons all across Atlanta; she claimed that 
something we published opened the door to the 
netherworld. Calling from a MARTA bus, having 
borrowed the driver’s phone, she told me about 
an enormous, winged demon perched on the roof of an 
office building. When she called again, from another bor-
rowed phone, it was unnerving.

But that was the only bizarre caller. Recently, I received 
a compliment that I nearly swooned over: “When I read 
your magazine, I know I’m going to be enlightened,” Nancy Tao, a 
public relations professional, told me. 

That was the best! Because here at Natural Awakenings, readers 
come first. A few of my favorites include calls from several indi-
viduals wanting dozens of copies for their large family reunions; 
a woman who was bemoaning the fact that her son accidentally 
threw out years of archived issues; and two African American 
women who called after we published Black and Vegan in Atlanta, 
a special section in our August 2019 issue. Each of them said to me, 
honest to God, “I love you!”     

Indeed, while I could do a much better job at several aspects of 
this business, editorial is not one of them. Over the past few years, 
the magazine has been supremely blessed with a dazzling array of 
talent, including managing editors Sarah Buehrle and Diane Eaton; 
yoga editors Graham Fowler and Sheila Ewers; design and layout 
gurus Lisa Castro, Kristin Hutchinson, and Steffi Kern; my younger 
son, staff writer and video producer Noah Chen; as well as a host of 
contributors, too many to name, but not to appreciate in full. 

Tooting our horn here serves the larger purpose of proving and 
pledging to you, dear reader, that you are always number one. My 
very first issue earned this stunning praise from the then-national 
editor: “I believe this is the strongest local editorial I’ve seen in 
terms of quality and quantity in a single issue outside of our flag-
ship. And definitely in a first issue!” 

That was four years ago. We’ve only gotten better since then.
While feedback to last month’s special section, Healing the 

Trauma of Slavery, has been light thus 
far, it has been 100% positive, start-

ing with the woman we interviewed 
extensively, Dr. Joy DeGruy, author of 

Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome. After see-
ing what we published, she said: “Wow, this 

is THE most comprehensive article that I have 
ever read regarding generational trauma and African 

Americans!!!”
Coming from the woman who wrote the book—liter-

ally!—we feel quite honored. 
Excellent editorial fulfills our mission. As I wrote in my 

first Letter from the Publisher: “My intention and mission as a 
publisher is to connect you who are awakening in Atlanta to 
the information, resources, opportunities and people that can 

assist you on your path and accelerate your progress.” 
Healing the Trauma of Slavery has already reaped unex-

pected rewards. I was shocked to discover that the Black and 
Vegan special section wasn’t just a nice group of stories; for 

some people, it demonstrated that they were actually being seen. I 
am even more humbled to hear that Blacks are also feeling heard 
with last month’s special section. It is stunning to think that our 
work is helping some people understand something about their 
heritage that explains how they show up today.

Yet while I will take this moment to revel in the job we do, we 
can always do better. And one of the things I’ve yet to do, despite 
having a lot of experience in market research, is to gain a better 
understanding of what’s important to you. 

So I ask a favor: Take our survey. It will only take about six 
minutes. The first 100 respondents will have the opportunity to win 
$25. In fact, your chances of winning are pretty good—one in ten—
because we’re giving away a maximum of $250. 

Go here to take the survey: bit.ly/na-survey-0321 or scan the 
QR in the above graphic.

Of course, you can always reach out to me at paul@naatlanta.
com. However, solid survey results will help us fulfill your wants 
and needs better than ever before. And we always strive to be better 
than before.

Paul Chen has been owner/publisher of Natural 
Awakenings Atlanta franchise since January 2017. 
He is a practicing Buddhist and a founding member 
of East Lake Commons, a cohousing community.
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atLanta BRieFs

Health and wellness 
shop Royal Health 
World has opened its 
first retail outlet, of-
fering herbal blends and 
remedies, crystals, raw 
sea moss and rare rock 
pieces such as portions 
of the sericho meteorite. 
the shop also features a 
custom hot tea bar.

Owners nika and n’ser 
tillman have been health 
and wellness coaches for 
seven years. “We have always 
been passionate about how we 
can truly help our community 
thrive,” says n'ser. “in the spring 
of 2020, we noticed there was 
a serious need for health and wellness 

everywhere due to the CO-
vid-19 epidemic, so we 

started online by provid-
ing immunity-boosting 

juices and sea moss gels 
through our website and on 
etsy. We went from receiv-
ing 10 orders in a week 
to 100 orders per week. 
that’s when we knew we 
needed to expand in order 
to genuinely connect with 
our community.”

the tillmans opened their 
first brick-and-mortar shop 
in november 2020 in the heart 
of the West end neighborhood 

of atlanta. 
      “We are so grateful to have 

become a pillar in the community, where 

people know they are able to maintain 
their health at an affordable price,” says 
nika. “We provide products for your 
spiritual, physical and mental wellness.”

Royal Health World is located at 889 ¹/² 
Ralph david abernathy in atlanta. For more 
information, call 678-729 -7721, email 
Customerservice@RoyalHealthWorld.com.

ROyaL HeaLtH WORLd 
Opens shop in West end

Photos Courtesy Royal Health World

ATLANTA BUSINESSES, ORGANIZATIONS & PRACTITIONERS

We’re thrilled to announce our 
Online Community Directory!

This feature of our website is becoming the 
go-to resource for those seeking help  
with natural healing, conscious eating, 

personal development and more!

WE’RE OFFERING OUR 
BASIC LISTING FREE! 

Get Your FREE 
Online Directory Listing!

Increase your visibility 
in the metro area!

Go to 
naAtlanta.com

1
Click on 

List Your Business
(at the bottom of the screen)

2
Click

Register

3

new Healing strong Groups 
Forming around atlanta

a grassroots, non-profit 501(c)3 organization, Healing strong 
is an emerging network of volunteer groups throughout the 
country that believes healing happens best in circles of sup-
port. Group leaders help to educate their community about 
evidence-based, holistic, non-toxic therapies and solu-
tions that have helped thousands of people recover from 
advanced disease. Groups are often made up of cancer 
survivors, cancer thrivers, caregivers, family members, 
friends, practitioners and wellness warriors, according 
to the natonal website. 

a Healing strong group in Cum-
ming has been meeting for several 

years, and new groups in the east Cobb, sandy springs, Bu-
ford and Roswell areas are getting established.

“We are an independent group of volunteers empowered 
by Healing strong curriculum and resources,” says monica 

tempel, a Healing strong leader. “Our mission is to edu-
cate, connect and encourage those seeking comprehen-
sive natural strategies to heal strong and stay strong.”

For more information about Healing strong's mission and 
educational resources or to find a group near you, visit 

Healingstrong.org or email 
Healingstrongatlanta@gmail.com.

Explore a World of Po�ibilities

5531 Roswell Rd NE • Sandy Springs, GA 30342 • 1/2 mi inside I-285
www.phoenixanddragon.com • 404-255-5207

B�ks

Aromatherapy
Candles

Open your mind

Soothe your soul

Awaken your spirit

Enhance your home

Feng Shui

Attune your abilities

Crystals

Enliven your senses

Incense
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A state of being where you can feel a
sense of clarity and calm, despite what
might be going on in the external world.

Conquer your obstacles
surrounding focus,
attention, anxiety, and
motivation using
therapies designed to
promote brain changes
(neuroplasticity).

ACCESS BARS®: BRAIN TRAINING : COACHING 
COMPASSIONATE INTEGRITY TRAINING 

Tracy Lefebvre, MSPP, BP
470-719-2690 

www.readyforreboot.com
That Brain, Body, Mind Place

249 Crescent Circle, SW. Marietta, GA 30062

if you truly love nature, 
you will find beauty everywhere.

~vincent van Gogh

HeaLtH BRieFs

use Colored Led Lights to Relax 
Getting an mRi or Ct scan is typically not a relaxing experience, 
and patient discomfort, anxiety or agitation can affect the 
quality of the image. taking note of businesses that use 
lighting to create a mood, researchers from Pepperdine 
university demonstrated that patient unease in imag-
ing centers can be modified with the use of colored 
Led lights. in a pilot study involving 35 subjects, 43 
percent found blue lighting most relaxing, while 31 
percent preferred yellow. the least relaxing lighting 
color was red, according to 69 percent of participants, 
followed by yellow (17 percent) and green (11 percent). 
each subject was given a handheld device to set the hue, in-
tensity and brightness of lighting, and most chose blue. no patient 
preferred the standard bright, white lighting of healthcare environments. “When given 
the opportunity to change a single aspect of the environmental or imaging facility expe-
rience, patients feel much more in control of the otherwise unfamiliar and uncomfortable 
setting,” write the authors in the Journal of medical internet Research.

use Green tea extract and 
Curcumin to Ward Off Oral Cancer 
early signs of oral cancer can include white patches, sores and 
lumps inside the mouth, biomarkers known collectively as 
oral potentially malignant disorders (OPmd). to see if two 
natural chemopreventive agents—green tea extract and 
curcumin—could reverse these conditions, research-
ers in india tested 60 people with OPmd, splitting 
them into three groups. One group was given 400 
milligrams (mg) of green tea extract in a capsule, 
as well as a gel; a second group was given 475 mg 
of curcumin; and the third received a combination of the first two treatments. 
after 12 weeks, researchers found that the supplementation had significantly reduced 
OPmd biomarkers in all three groups, with particularly strong results in the combination 
group, suggesting a synergistic effect.

try mindfulness to improve 
Cardiovascular Health
mindfulness training can lower blood pressure and positively 
influence behavior that promotes cardiovascular health, report 
Brown university researchers. the study published in Plos 
One involved 43 people with hypertension. in eight weekly 
150-minute sessions, participants learned mindfulness 
meditation movements and techniques, including eating 
food mindfully, while also receiving instruction on hyper-
tension risk factors. By the end of the year, they reported 
improvements in stress levels, diet, physical activity and 
alcohol consumption. On average, systolic blood pressure 
fell by six points and diastolic pressure by one point, a small, 
but significant improvement.

KRIYA YOGA
Center for Spiritual 

Awareness
Spring 2021 Online 
Meditation Retreats 

March 6, April 10, May 15

With Ministers
ordained by
Roy Eugene
Davis

PO Box 7 Lakemont, GA 30552
706-782-4723 weekdays

info@csa-davis.org
 Go to: csa-davis.org

Main Menu, Retreats, for 
Details and Schedules

1931 – 2019

Clifford
Rosen

Marty
Wuttke

Ryan
Strong

Capture the hearts and minds  
of your readers with writing  

that flows smoothly,  
conveys energy and personality,  

commands attention, and  
delivers your ideas and stories  

with conviction and finesse.  
Call the Writing Doctor.

Diane Eaton, MCIS

The Writing Doctor

404.585.7590
DianeTheWritingDoctor.com

diane@DianeTheWritingDoctor.com

YOUR BOOK 
YOUR VOICE 
YOUR WORK

ELEVATED

Marketing Certified 
by Hubspot

Professional Freelance Editor, 
Ghostwriter & Copywriter

GLOBaL BRieFs

Fishy Business
saving Coral Reefs Worldwide

the international Coral Reef initiative (iCRi) has 
urged governments to take action to save the 
planet’s remaining coral reefs and their atten-
dant fish populations, because collective human 
impacts are leaving fewer places untouched, 
with only 15 percent of the earth’s land mass for-
mally protected and global biodiversity declining 
at an unprecedented rate. to that end, a new 
online data platform, meRmaid (datamermaid.
org) helps scientists and management officials 
collect, organize and disseminate data on reef 
fish biomass and diversity, as well as the cover 
of hard corals, fleshy algae and other benthic 
groups—all identified by iCRi as key indicators of 
coral reef health, integrity and function.

the newly published 5th Global Biodiversity 
Outlook and other sources endorsed by the 
intergovernmental Panel on Biodiversity and 

ecosystem services clearly indicate that governments are failing to meet existing global 
targets for biodiversity and that critical ecosystems like coral reefs will be altered to the 
point that the biodiversity they harbor, and the services they provide, will be irreparably 
damaged. Currently, only 2.5 percent of the world’s reefs are being actively protected.
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Hot stuff
the Benefits of Renewable Geothermal energy 
due to the ongoing decay of radioactive elements in the earth’s core, temperatures 
4,000 miles below the surface can reach 10,800° F. the molten magma we call lava 
carries enormous heat to the surface. But despite its enormous potential, geothermal 
energy supplied just 0.4 percent of u.s. electricity in 2019. in California, the perim-
eter of the inland salton sea lies several thousand feet above a mineral-rich cauldron 
of hot water that powers 10 geothermal plants. the state has emphasized wind and 
solar power while neglecting the development of geothermal plants, despite pos-
sessing our most productive geothermal fields. 

the massachusetts institute of technology estimated in 2007 that releasing just 
2 percent of this untapped resource in sites around the country could supply 2,000 
times our overall primary energy needs without needing any improvements in drilling 
technology. While the first geothermal plants in the 1960s drained reservoirs of their 
steam or water, binary plants—
a new design from the 1980s—
allow operators to extract the 
heat while maintaining the 
generating potential. Be-
tween 2006 and 2019, the u.s. 
department of energy spent 
only $1 billion on geothermal 
technology due to falling coal 
prices, a fraction of what was 
spent on fossil fuels and solar 
investment.
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Business sPOtLiGHt

The rapid progression of technology 
has brought about many changes 
to modern life, and a premium 

on convenience is certainly one of them. 
Food, which we humans once planted 
and harvested ourselves, now comes gift-
wrapped in brown-paper packages and 
delivered to our doors. Stories we used to 
tell around campfires, we now watch on 
our phones. 

To many, this convenience is rational, 
even necessary. The workday is long, CO-
VID has made the simplest things taxing, 
and at the end of the day, a little conve-
nience can be more than just “nice.” 

But for others, the technology-aided 
ease of modern life doesn’t have the same 
luster. For many, homesteading conjures 
feelings of communal living, DIY gran-
deur and fresh produce, and while it might 
not mean sprawling acres in the rolling 
countryside or the wooded mountains of 
Georgia, the appeal of homesteading has 

grown in recent years. Those taking an 
interest range from independent home-
owners who are adding renewable sources 
of nutrition and energy to their properties 
to a man building a close-knit community 
that’s centered around a small farm in 
southwest Atlanta. 

Everarde Calk is a man with one foot in 
each of these homesteading markets. His 
landscaping company, Yogardener, enjoys 
the patronage of well-heeled clients. That 
said, what sets both Calk and Yogardener 
apart from other Atlanta landscaping 
companies is a unique set of values, which 
Calk describes as: “Earth care, people care, 
and fair share.” That means he doesn’t only 
treat his employees and clients well—he 
does so with an eye on environmental 
sustainability.

“We really try to promote the elimination 
of the lawn and the use of native plants. We 
try to mitigate our impact with every ac-
tion,” says Calk, referencing the fact that the 

classic emerald green American lawn isn’t 
exactly environment-friendly.

Still, he discovered a greater demand 
for conventional lawns than anything else. 
So Calk decided to change up the game 
entirely by disrupting what he calls “the 
lawn and garden paradigm.”

“The homesteading thing is a way for 
me to bring my knowledge into an urban 
design context with no pretense of con-
ventionality,” he says. 

For Calk, the heart of homesteading is 
permaculture, which he defines as “a way 
to map energy flows of a system and look 
for ways to increase efficiency and increase 
yields.” From this perspective, lawns 
aren’t flat green sheets of grass; they offer 
potential space to cultivate crops, house 
livestock or erect solar panels. 

“So we take the system of urban resi-
dents, and we say, ‘OK, where are you los-
ing energy? Where are you losing water? 
How can we capture water?’” 

Calk helps clients plan and execute proj-
ects around their property with the help of 
his partner organizations. While home-
steading projects do necessitate an invest-
ment, the nature of permaculture means 
they save money over time by providing 
renewable sources of food and energy.

Yogardener is also helping Nuri Icgoren, 
owner of Urban Sprout Farms, construct 
a 30-to-50-unit homesteading community 
inside Atlanta’s perimeter. Icgoren envi-
sions the community to include a local 
store selling fresh produce and, of course, 
a farm. Community members can work 
there as well as purchase from the farm, if 
they like. Otherwise, the farm will be run 
by a professional farmer. 

Icgoren and Calk met at a Permacul-
ture Action Day, and the two became fast 
friends. Because of them, homesteading in 
Atlanta—both on a large scale and small—
is that much more of a reality. For Atlanta, 
there are more ways than ever to embrace 
healthy habits and sustainable resources. ❧

For more information about Yogardener’s 
homesteading services, call 404-623-2287 
or visit Yogardener.com. To learn more 
about Urban Sprout Farms, visit 
UrbanSproutFarms.com or follow them 
on Instagram @urbansproutfarms.

HomeSteAding 
TA k E S  R o o T  i N  AT l A N TA

by Noah chen

Everarde Calk of Yogardener  (Photo: mason Coggins)

tammy billups
transformational soul Healer
specializing in animal Healing
tammybillups.com
770-235-6609

Diana E. Cohen
emotional intuit & energy Healer
www.dianaecohen.com
dianaecohen@gmail.com
678-478-5910

i guide clients to their full 
potential: emotionally, spiritu-
ally, mentally, physically. the 
modality i use releases the old 
negative egoic energy and 
allows you to use your Higher 
energy. 

marilyn Latham
the Reiki Coach 
facebook.com/theReikiCoach/ 
404-490-3448

marilyn Latham is the Reiki 
Coach. Offering levels one and 
two certification via online 
training. also: divine, in-person 
Reiki experience, guided 
meditation coaching and breath 
work classes. 

Elizabeth mahaffey, m.s., Lmt
Holistic therapist, energy Work, 
thetaHealing
elizabethmahaffey.com
404-357-0370 

Energy Healing

Pranic Healing, Guided Deep 
Emotional Healing, Prosperity and 

Abundance sessions, Personal 
Coaching, and Energy & Emotional 
Intelligence reports and debriefs. 

hello@tatianafranklin.com 
www.tatianafranklin.com

Be	Your	Best	You.	
Transform	Subconscious	Beliefs	
with	PSYCH-K¨ or	EFT	Tapping. 

www.bestuinstitute.com	
info@bestuinstitute.com

Pranic Healing &  
Life Coaching
dawn m. myers, CPCC 
www.dawnHealerCoach.com 
dawnmyershc@gmail.com 

synchronized  
Healing system
susan Phillips 
susphill@gmail.com 
678-609-8710

Offering synchronized Healing 
system® (sHs) sessions that 
help release old pain, disap-
pointment, grief, anger, etc. 
also: Past-Life Regressions, 
Crystal Light Bed sessions and 
usui Reiki classes.

tai Chi association 
www.tai-chi-association.com/tai-CHi
404-488-8383

discover your intrinsic 
energy. achieve wellness, 
fitness and balance.  Learn 
Qi-gong breathing and 
acupuncture meridian 

healing. master intense Kung-Fu and build 
strength. since 1976.         
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Food is most nourishing when it 
is in its simplest form. But who 
doesn’t love variety, mixing ingre-

dients and whipping up something new? 
In our quest to try out the exotic or even 
rustle up something quick and simple, 
we often overlook two important factors: 
the compatibility of the ingredients with 
each other and the compatibility of the 
foods with our body types and digestive 
systems. 

Ayurvedic principles have withstood 
the test of time—5,000 years and count-
ing—and provide fundamental guidelines 
to almost every aspect of lifestyle. Ay-
urveda is focused on each individual and 
their body type, or doshas, in the context 
of your whole self, including lifestyle, his-
tory and current health.

According to Ayurveda, every food 
has its own taste, a heating or cooling 
energy and a post-digestive effect. Agni is 
the Sanskrit term for the “digestive fire” 
that breaks down food and other things 
from the environment that we ingest, as-
similating what is useful and eliminating 
the rest. While, for the most part, agni 
dictates how well food is digested, food 

combinations are of great importance. 
When two or more foods that have dif-
ferent tastes, energy and post-digestive 
effects are combined, the agni can get 
overloaded, which inhibits the enzyme 
system, resulting in the production of 
toxins. Yet, if eaten separately, these same 
foods help stimulate agni and can be 
digested more quickly, therefore helping 
rid the body of toxins.

Below is a list of compatible and in-
compatible foods. Remember that these 
are broad guidelines only; it is recom-
mended that you take your own food 
journey deeper based on how your body 
responds to each of them as well as what 
your lifestyle and life-stage permits. 

1Honey and heat:  While, technically, 
heat is not a food, it’s important to 
address this combination since its 

use is so widespread, often being the first 
step people take to reduce their intake of 
processed sugar. Honey is a great alterna-
tive because raw honey has many ben-
efits. However, it is important to know 
that when honey is heated above 104° 
F, its molecules become like glue. They 

FOOd FiGHt 
in yOuR Gut? 
 ayurvedic advice for Good digestion

 by Ayesha D’cruz

As i poured over my instagram feed today, i 
witnessed people add irish sea moss into their 
complex smoothies, ghee to their coffee and 
turmeric to their milk. Social media has enabled 
some of the world’s oldest food traditions to 
resurface, become accessible and rise to 
superfood status. i love the fact that we 
can now hack our diets and find ways to 
maximize micro-nutrients.

tend to adhere to mucous membranes 
in the digestive tract, producing toxins 
called ama. Ama is waste that arises out 
of improper digestion but is not discard-
ed. Ayurveda considers it to be the root 
cause of most ill health.

2Fruit and dairy:  In general, fruit 
should be eaten by itself and not 
combined with anything, especially 

milk. Fresh fruit is light and very easy to 
digest so it ferments very easily. If you 
eat fruit with food or after a heavier meal 
that is more difficult to digest, it will stay 
in the belly too long, over-digest and turn 
stomach contents into slightly fermented 
goo. It is best to avoid eating fruit with, 
or just after, heavier foods such as milk, 
cheese, yogurt, meat, nuts and eggs. How-
ever, dates can be eaten safely with milk. 

3Dairy and seafood:  According 
to Ayurvedic principles, the two 
types of food that should never be 

combined are dairy foods—including 
cream, cheese, milk and yogurt—and fish 
or seafood. They have deeply antagonistic 
qualities. That means, unfortunately, that 
those smoked salmon and cream cheese 

bagels and fish or seafood pastas covered 
in cream sauce are a definite “no-no.” 

4Liquids with food:  Liquid tends to 
pass immediately into the intes-
tines, taking away the digestive 

enzymes from the stomach and inhibiting 
digestion. Liquids should be consumed 
at least 20 minutes prior to a meal and 
one hour after a meal but not with or 
immediately after a meal. Small sips of 
warm water during a meal might be OK. 
Drinking cold water puts a strain on the 
digestive system and redirects the energy 
away from its main task of digesting your 
meal, so drinking extremely cold water 
during a meal is not recommended.

5Beans and dairy or beans and 
seafood:  If the vision of loading on 
black beans, cheese and sour cream 

on taco night just came shattering down, 
you’re not alone. According to Ayurveda, 
beans are astringent and have a cold, dry 
and heavy quality. Dairy is cold and heavy, 
too, so the two together can work against 
the digestive fire. That’s why beans often 
are prepared with heating spices, since the 
combination helps to optimize digestion. 
Similarly, combining beans and seafood 
overwhelms the digestive system and 
results in poor digestion and production 
of ama. 

We can’t and don’t always eat perfectly. 
Here are a few tips and workarounds that 
are in sync with Ayurvedic principles for 
optimal digestion. They can be beneficial 
as part of a routine and prove to be even 
more useful when one is consuming food 
that is typically difficult to digest.

• Take a half teaspoon of grated ginger 
and a pinch of rock salt before meals to 
stimulate the digestive system.

• Add spices and herbs to meals to make 
them more compatible or reduce the 
dominant effect. For example, cilantro 
can bring a cooling quality and help to 
digest spicy foods. Sipping ginger tea 
with a meal can also help the body as-
similate it better.

• Drink a cup of lassi at the end of the 
meal to aid digestion. Lassi is made 
from a quarter cup of yogurt, one cup 
of water and two pinches of ginger and 
cumin powder.

• Cook ingredients together to make 
them more compatible. One-pot stews 
can be very nourishing.

• Eat only until you are two-thirds full 
and then stop. Like a blender or spice 
grinder, if your stomach is full, it can’t 
process the food inside very well.

Making small, consistent shifts in 
routine is more sustainable than trying to 
overhaul a diet and lifestyle. Take small 
steps, be mindful of how it is affecting 
your body, evaluate and improve. ❧

A “techpreneur,” Ayesha 
D’cruz is the founder 
of Fitriffic.com, a fitness and 
wellness portal where 
members can sign up for 
classes and consultations 

with fitness and wellness experts from 
around the world. See more at Fitriffic.com.

EXPERIENCING COMPLICATIONS AFTER LASER EYE SURGERY? 
If you’re experiencing blurry vision, double vision, ghost images, 
glare, or halos, I can help. 

I’m Dr. Kyle Jones. I specialize in helping people with less than  
perfect results from elective/laser eye surgery. I listen intently  
and treat all patients with respect and compassion. 

My office is dedicated to the restoration of your vision and comfort.

Call (770) 939-8840
drjones@georgiaeyecenter.net
GEORGIA EYE CENTER
4135 Lavista Rd #100
Tucker, GA 30084
www.georgiaeyecenter.net

YOUR DESTINATION FOR DISEASED AND IRREGULAR CORNEA TREATMENTS AND SPECIALTY CONTACT LENSES

Dry Salt Therapy supports respiratory 
health and relief from allergies and 

sinuses. Book a 30-min session.  

intownsaltroom.com 
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The way we’re growing food now is not sustainable. “According to 
the United Nations, we only have 60 harvests left before our soil is 
completely depleted. Years of conventional industrial agriculture 
have drained the soil dry of all of the organic matter, all the mi-
crobes, that microbiome that brings nutrients to our plants and to 
our planet as a whole,” says Margaret Wilson, content creation and 
media relations specialist at the Rodale Institute.

The UN also reported last year that agriculture and forestry were 
responsible for nearly a quarter of all greenhouse gas emissions. 
“Agriculture is a climate-intensive process and conventional prac-

DOWN TO EARTH
the Promise of Regenerative  

organic Farming
by Sandra yeyati

With its dependence on chemical pesticides and fertilizers, heavy tilling techniques, concentrated animal feeding prac-
tices and mono-crops—all designed to maximize yields—conventional farming has come at a great cost. “conven-

tional intensive farming practices have significant negative consequences for the land and surrounding ecosystems,” says 
Richard Teague, Texas A&M professor of Ecosystem Science and Management. “by disrupting the natural function of these 
habitats, the valuable ecosystem services they provide are compromised.”

tices make that even worse because they’re fossil fuel-intensive,” 
Wilson says. “They require a lot of machinery to plow fields and 
distribute pesticides. Fertilizers are fossil fuel-based. Tillage is a 
huge part of conventional agriculture, where you’re turning the soil 
over, and that releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.”

One third of the world’s land surface is considered desert, and ac-
cording to Judith D. Schwartz, the Vermont author of The Reindeer 
Chronicles and Cows Save the Planet, most deserts are manmade. “If 
we look historically, we learn that most deserts were once thriving 
grasslands or some other kind of ecosystem and became deserts 

GReen LivinG after hundreds of years of poor grazing management or farming that 
was no longer putting nutrients back into the soil.” 

The good news is that deserts can be brought back to life. In the 
state of Chihuahua, Mexico, where much of the land is degraded, 
ingenious ranchers have figured out a way to support healthy ani-
mals and plant biodiversity. “The ranchers were earning money by 
managing the livestock holistically in a way that was reviving the 
ecological function of these lands, so there were thick grasses, birds 
and butterflies flourishing right next to land that looked horrible—
absolute deserts with a lot of erosion, the soil so depleted that it 
couldn’t hold water,” recalls Schwartz, who visited the area. 

Regenerative organic farming holds great promise to rebuild 
soil, draw carbon from the atmosphere and ultimately grow 
healthier food. “When you take out the pesticides, fertilizers 
and intensive tilling, our farming systems trial concluded that 
regenerative organic agriculture uses 45 percent fewer fossil fuels 
and releases 40 percent fewer carbon emissions than conventional 
practices,” Wilson says, adding that a recent Rodale Institute white 
paper postulated that by transitioning all global crop and pasture-
land to regenerative management, we could sequester 100 percent 
of annual carbon dioxide emissions.

As the founder of the Rodale Institute, J.I. Rodale, said, “Healthy 
soil equals healthy food equals healthy people.” Soil restoration is job 
one, and we know how to do this. “The goal of regenerative farming 
is to farm and ranch in nature’s image,” says Gabe Brown, a North 
Dakota farmer and author of Dirt to Soil. He offers the following six 
principles to create a thriving, regenerating agricultural ecosystem:

1 Context: “There’s a reason bananas do not grow in North 
Dakota. They don’t fit the context, whereas more spring 

wheat is grown in North Dakota than anywhere else. You have to 
farm and ranch in your context.”

2 The least amount of mechanical and chemical disturbance 
possible: “Nature tills with earthworms and burrowing 

rodents, but it certainly doesn’t till the soil like we do in farming 
or even in gardening. Tilling is the worst thing you can do if you 
want to raise nutrient-dense food. Nature aerates the soil with the 
use of living plants and soil aggregates. Those soil aggregates will 
only last about four weeks, then new ones need to be formed, and 
the only way to form them is by not tilling and allowing biology 
and fungi to secrete substances that help bind sand, silt and clay to 
form soil aggregates.”

3 Armor on the soil: “Nature always tries to cover the soil, 
whether it be leaves in a forest or decaying plants in a pasture 

or field. Nature does not like bare soil.” 

4 Diversity: “Where in nature do you see a monoculture? 
Usually only where man put it or man’s actions have driven 

it to be a monoculture. Nature is very diverse, so hundreds of dif-
ferent grasses, legumes all growing in harmony. We’ve gotten away 
from that. Now we plant monocultures. That’s not the way nature 
functions.” 
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5                                  A living root being in the soil as 
long as possible throughout the 

year: “I go out in the spring here in North 
Dakota, and you’ve got crocuses coming 
up through the snow. That’s nature’s way 
of trying to take the solar energy and all of 
these compounds out of the atmosphere, 
and through photosynthesis convert it into 
carbon to feed soil biology.” 

6                                  Livestock and insect integration: 
“Nature does not function properly 

without animals. Too many people think 
we have to remove the animals from the 
landscape. That’s the worst thing you can 
do. What’s going to pollinate the plants? 
The way our rich soils were formed was 
with large herds of ruminants, grazing 
the plants. That plant, once grazed, starts 
sloughing off root exudates to attract biolo-
gy, to regrow, and then that plant is able to 
cycle more carbon out of the atmosphere.”

Brown waxes poetic when he talks about 
the amazing results of regenerative farm-
ing. “Healthy soil looks like dark chocolate 
cake. It’s full of pore spaces. Healthy soil is 
dark because of the amount of carbon in 
it. It smells good, whereas unhealthy soil 
is very compacted. There’s no pore spaces. 
Water cannot infiltrate into it. It’s a dull, 
pale color. You can see it, you can smell it, 
you can feel it.”

According to Wilson, the Rodale 
Institute is poised to help farmers adopt 
these principles and make them profitable. 
“People say regenerative organic isn’t scal-
able, but through our farming systems trial, 
we’re proving that you can do this on a 
large scale. It might require customization, 
but that’s why we’re investing so much in 
providing support and research to farmers 
to help them navigate that, and we’re seeing 
that scalability is not a barrier to imple-
mentation because so many big companies 
like Dr. Bronner’s and Patagonia are start-
ing to implement these practices because 
people are demanding it. The market finds 
a way to make it doable and as long as we 
keep up our consumer education and show 
people that this is a benefit to everybody, I 
think large-scale farmers and corporations 
that buy their products will respond.” 

Last year, Graham Christensen’s father 
gave him and his brother full control of a 
750-acre farm in Oakland, Nebraska, that 
has been in the family since 1867. Over the 
decades, the farm has seen many changes, 
but the biggest transformation is still to 
come, as the brothers eagerly transition 
their once conventional operation into a 
regenerative organic one. 

The family began to incorporate a 
few innovations 12 years ago when they 
stopped tilling the land and adopted solar 
energy, but this year they’ll take bolder 
steps to eliminate their dependence on 
GMO seeds and chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides which over the years have re-
duced organic matter levels in the soil and 
led to increased and unhealthy nutrient 
levels in their waterways. 

“For the first time, we’ll be cover-crop-
ping 612 acres and expanding habitats for 
wildlife, especially in some riparian areas, 
so we can get more roots in the soil and 
have better filtration and cleaner water,” 
Christensen explains. “We’re going to 
produce nutrients by building a biodiverse 
ecosystem and we’re incorporating animal 
grazing systems to help us fertilize natu-
rally rather than having to add synthetics 
like nitrogen and phosphorus.” 

They have planted a 100-tree hazelnut 
orchard that they hope to expand as a tree 
crop. “That’s going to help us stop soil 
erosion, store more carbon in the ground, 
produce another form of income and 
also be able to fit right into our cropping 
system, virtually taking out no extra land; 
just creating a higher layer, so now we’re 
farming higher in the air.” 

The transition is not without its risks, 
Christensen adds. “Farms like ours have 
been heavily subsidized by the federal 
government to ship our grain to other 
countries. What we’re trying to do now is 
produce more small grains and hazelnuts 
for a regional market and reintroduce live-
stock to the land—not in confinement—so 
we can focus more on feeding people in 
our local community and in Omaha or 
Lincoln or Kansas City or Des Moines.” §

Sandra Yeyati, J.D., is a professional writer. 
Reach her at SandraYeyati@gmail.com.

The sons of men are one  
and I am one with them.

I seek to love, not hate;
I seek to serve and not  

exact due service;
I seek to heal, not hurt.

Let pain bring due reward  
of light and love.

Let the soul control the outer  
form, and life and all events,

And bring to light the  
love which underlies the  
happenings of the time.

Let vision come and insight.
Let the future stand revealed.
Let inner union demonstrate  
and outer cleavages be gone.

Let love prevail.  
Let all men love.

The Mantram of  
Unification

SHARE
 International Network
 Southeast Region

For more information 
bit.ly/share-se

April 24-25 • Cobb Galleria Centre

Get FREE Tickets to Alive! Expo

Receive up to two free tickets 

for the Alive! Expo on your choice 

of days when you sign up for the 

Natural Awakenings email list!

bit.ly/na-AE-tix-2021
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LIMITED TIME 50% OFF
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

INDIVIDUAL APPLY CODE:
PROVIDERS APPLY CODE:

“WebMD meets Match.com, HomeAdvisor, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Indeed for Regenerative Whole 
Health, all in one place for the benefit for everyone.” 

Join a safe, secure, and private community. 
Find best-matched screened, checked, and approved 
Whole Health providers, based on your needs,  
values, and preferences. 
Access evidence-based knowledge and resources. 
Attend live educational webinars from providers 
and experts. 
Search 1,400 natural medicines for safety and 
effectiveness. 
Join moderated Topic Groups with vetted multi-
media content and like-minded members. 

Visit KnoWEwell.com
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For more than 30 years, intersections of the human and natural world—our plates, 
farms and gardens—have been of interest to author Michael Pollan, who recently 
added the mind as another significant association in his latest book, How to 

Change Your Mind: What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us About Conscious-
ness, Dying, Addiction, Depression and Transcendence. 

Pollan’s interest was sparked by two articles. The first, a New York Times story, 
“Hallucinogens Have Doctors Tuning In Again,” details how researchers from Johns 
Hopkins, the University of Arizona, Harvard, New York University (NYU), the Univer-
sity of California/Los Angeles and other institutions had been giving doses of psilocy-
bin—the psychoactive compound in certain mushrooms—to terminal cancer patients 
as a way to help them deal with their “existential distress” at the approach of death. The 
second, a peer-reviewed article in the Journal of Psychopharmacology by Johns Hopkins 

researchers, was entitled “Psilocybin Can 
Occasion Mystical-Type Experiences 
Having Substantial and Sustained Person-
al Meaning and Spiritual Significance.” 
Pollan turned his journalistic skills to 
researching the potential of psychedelics 
to actually heal the mind and treat mental 
and behavioral disorders, and the book 
that resulted became a number one New 
York Times bestseller.

 
Research Breaks  
New Ground
Much of the research for studying psy-
chedelic medicine has been supported by 
the Multidisciplinary Association for Psy-
chedelic Studies (MAPS). The 35-year-
old Santa Cruz, California, nonprofit is 
currently backing research into psychoac-
tive methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
(MDMA), also referred to as ecstasy, 
which produces effects resembling stimu-
lants and psychedelics, as well as a feeling 
of connectedness. It plans to publish the 
full results of phase three clinical trials 
for MDMA-assisted therapy for post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in 2022, 
the final stage before seeking U.S. Food & 
Drug Administration approval for its use 
as a prescription treatment.

MAPS founder and Executive Direc-
tor Rick Doblin, Ph.D., who spent 30 
years studying how psychedelics might 
help heal trauma and mental illness, was 
trained and mentored by Stanislav Grof, 
M.D. A renowned psychiatrist with more 
than 60 years of experience researching 
non-ordinary states of consciousness, 
Grof proposes that psychedelics are to the 
study of the mind what microscopes are 
to biology and the telescope is to astron-
omy. When used wisely, he suggests, they 
can heal, inspire and perhaps save us.

Researchers have found that psychedel-
ics reduce activity in the brain’s default 
mode network that creates our sense of 
self—the equivalent of our ego—filtering 
all incoming information according to 
personal needs and priorities. When ac-
tivity is reduced in the default mode net-
work, the ego shifts from the foreground 
to the background, allowing us to see 

the Healing Potential of  
Psychedelic medicines

Promising Studies on Stress Disorder,  
Depression and Addiction 

by linda Sechrist

HeaLinG Ways
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that we’re part of a larger field of aware-
ness. This can be among an individual’s 
most important experiences, allowing for 
feelings of connectedness, altruism and 
acceptance of death.

Psychedelics as Treatment
Since 2010, in addition to treating PTSD, 
MDMA has shown positive results for de-
pression, social anxiety in autistic adults 
and anxiety associated with a life-threat-
ening illness. Johns Hopkins and NYU 
research has demonstrated how psilocy-
bin can help with treatment-resistant de-
pression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, 
anxiety and addiction. Both MDMA and 
psilocybin have been studied as adjuncts 
or catalysts to psychotherapy rather than 
as standalone treatments.

Jennifer Phelps, M.D., who teaches for 
the Center for Mind-Body Medicine, in 
Washington, D.C., and practices family 
and integrative medicine in Georgetown, 
Connecticut, says that psilocybin can 
transform a terminally ill individual’s 
quality of life for the remainder of their 
time. “This compassionate use can pres-

Johns Hopkins and nyu research has demon
strated how psilocybin can help with treatment-

resistant depression, obsessive-compulsive 
disorder, anxiety and addiction.

ently only be prescribed by a physician 
with the required license issued by the 
Drug Enforcement Administration. Pres-
ently, LSD, MDMA and psilocybin can 
only be prescribed for research,” she says.

Charley Wininger, a Brooklyn-based 
psychotherapist, authored Listening 
to Ecstasy: The Transformative Power 
of MDMA after experiencing its posi-
tive effects on his marriage and psyche. 
“For those who experiment responsibly, 
psychedelics can open their lives up to 
spiritual growth and transformation. It’s a 
way to learn about how connected we are 
to each other, to the natural world and to 
the world at large. When you experience 
this level of connection, you and your 
worldview are transformed,” he says.

“MDMA helped me with the aging 
process. I keep growing and exploring 
consciousness in an unconventional way,” 
he adds, enthusing that psychedelics can 
be a unique, life-enhancing opportunity 
for healthy people across their entire 
adult lifespan.

Wininger explains that MDMA floods 
the body with serotonin and oxytocin, cre-

DEVELOP YOUR HEALING POTENTIAL
BECOME A TRAINED PRACTITIONER

HEALCENTERATLANTA.COM 
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ating a sense of safety and well-being. “It’s 
best to do it with a trained psychotherapist 
or sitter, so that if any trauma surfaces, 
it can be relieved with a sense of safety. 
While individuals report that their rela-
tionship to trauma is altered permanently, 
integration groups give them opportuni-
ties to share and anchor their experiences.” 

Getting Informed
Daniel Shankin, program director of the 
wellness organization Tam Integration, 
Align and Flow, in Fairfax, California, 
offers mindfulness-based coaching and 
mentorships to integrate psychedelics 
with life, education and a related career. 
“Having a guide, preparation coach or 
therapist is good,” he says. “For the trans-
formation to be lasting, preparation work 
is needed. Answering questions such 
as—Why are you here? What are your ex-
pectations? And what makes you feel safe 
and comfortable?—helps to build rapport 
with a guide that can help you form a 
simple, powerful intention beforehand.

“Personal growth work is invaluable 

to psychonauts,” says Shankin, who 
offers podcast interviews on TamInte-
gration.com, as well as replays of a 2019 
Psilocybin Summit in which notable 
speakers explore the facets of psilocybin 
mushrooms and methods for creating 
ceremony and holding a safe space. Also 
discussed are traditional and indigenous 
use, as well as efforts to change public 
policy so that individuals can legally have 
access to psychedelic medicine.

The Center for Psychedelic Therapies 
and Research at the California Institute of 
Integral Studies also educates the public 
about psychedelic medicines and trains 
psychotherapists to work in the expand-
ing field of psychedelic studies. Its online 
programs inform the general public via 
podcasts about conscious medicine and 
the future of psychedelic-assisted therapy, 
which appears promising in light of the 
recent decriminalization of psilocybin in 
Oakland, Denver and Washington, D.C. ❧

Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer 
for Natural Awakenings.

DECADES OF HEALING WISDOM
MOMENTS OF HEALING GRACE

Why a Naturopath?

Janine Romaner
Naturopathic Doctor
770.640.6690
naturallyhealthy.ws

Because we eliminate root causes, not just symptoms.  
Because we heal the whole person — physical, emotional 
and mental — not just treat a body part. Because we  
engage your natural healing capacity instead of prescribing 
pharmaceuticals. And because we practice “an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
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A year ago, Leroy became exhausted lifting his furry 
head. Today, he has energy to run, chase and play, 
thanks to his owner helping the 11-year-old Shiba Inu 

lose 14 pounds. Leroy was adopted last May by Peter Nguyen, a 
facilities coordinator in Bellevue, Washington. Back then, Leroy 
weighed 56.4 pounds—twice the recommended weight. Nguyen 
found a holistic veterinarian to provide an integrative support 
plan to remove him from danger. 

Overweight dogs are at risk for joint problems, cancer, diabe-
tes, kidney disease and more. According to a 2018 survey by the 
Association for Pet Obesity Prevention (APOP), 55.8 percent 
of dogs (about 50 million) in the U.S. are either overweight or 
obese. The APOP also reports that most of the owners of these 
dogs don’t realize or are in denial about this important fact. 

Determining Appropriate Weight
“A dog that is a perfect weight, you can feel the ribs, but not see 
them. And you have an abdominal tuck when you look from 
the side. From above, right in front of the hips, you can see the 
waistline,” says Leroy’s veterinarian, Jackie Sehn, at Mercy Vet, in 
Mercer Island, Washington. She points out that the dog must be 
touched to feel the amount of fat, especially in long-coat breeds. 

This evaluation can be done at home using the online Body 
Condition Score chart at PetObesityProtection.org. The American 
Kennel Club also has a weight chart for dozens of breeds that can 
help determine an initial goal weight, although ideal weight can 
vary among individual dogs. 

Doggy Diets
Debbie Hensel, who fosters dogs, took in a morbidly obese 
13-year-old Chocolate Labrador for the Mr. Mo Project, in Cary, 
North Carolina. Under her care, the pet went from 108 to 81 
pounds within nine months. “Since Bruce was an older dog and 
overweight, the first thing we did was start him on a joint supple-
ment with turmeric and a prescription diet food. In the begin-
ning, I withheld some of his food and used it as treats throughout 
the day,” says Hensel. Every four to six weeks, Hensel decreased 
Bruce’s food intake.

She also divided up portions to feed him four times per day 
to help him feel full. “Portion control is important,” agrees 
Nguyen. “Leroy has a habit of wanting to eat more. I think he 

CaninE ObEsity
When doggies need diets

by Julie Peterson

natuRaL Pet has a hard time knowing how much food 
he really needs.” 

But the problem isn’t just eating too 
much. Pet owners are often feeding the 
wrong foods. “It is the quality sometimes 
more than quantity. Health doesn’t come 
from processed food,” says Sehn, adding 
that most dry kibble is essentially overpro-
cessed junk food that lacks nutrients and 
contains fillers. 

Fortunately, refrigerated and frozen dog 
food has made it easier to feed organic, 
fresh, nutritionally balanced, raw food 
which is based on a dog’s ancestral diet. 
Raw food is also available dehydrated. 
Treats, if included, should satisfy the chew-
ing instinct without adding many calories. 
Sehn recommends dehydrated chicken or 
duck feet, tendons and healthy jerkies.

“Switching to a raw diet helped with 
Leroy’s weight, but I had no idea it would 
have so many other benefits,” Nguyen says. 
“I noticed that his coat was getting a lot 
softer and he smelled a lot better.”

Ease into Exercise
“Bruce sounded like an elephant falling 
when he laid down and he couldn’t stand 
for long,” says Hensel. Indeed, exercise can 
overburden the heart and joints of an obese 
dog. At first, Leroy and Bruce both had a 
hard time just getting up off the floor, so 
losing weight first was crucial.

As the weight began to come off, they 
both became more engaged and stamina 
slowly increased. Hensel started by walking 
around in the backyard and letting Bruce 
follow. Their initial walks were to the end 
of the block. They would stop and rest 
before going back home. “As he lost weight 
and his strength improved, our walks got 
longer,” says Hensel. 

Weight loss must be a healthy process. 
“Breaking down excess fat takes time,” says 
Sehn, adding that losing too fast results in 
muscle loss. Patience and time are key.

“I think Bruce just needed less food and 
someone that wanted to do things with 
him,” says Hensel, who has adopted Bruce 
as her “forever foster dog”. ❧

Julie Peterson writes about health and  
environmental issues. Reach out at  
JuliePeterson2222@gmail.com.

Plug and Pedal
the Benefits of using electric Bikes he
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Gas-guzzlers are the worst of ve-
hicles, emitting harmful pollutants 
and using up non-renewable natu-
ral resources. an earth-friendlier 
alternative for work commutes or 
pleasurable neighborhood spins is 
the e-bike, powered by pedaling and 
an electric motor. Reaching maximum 
speeds of 20 to 28 miles per hour and 
costing $400 and up, an electric bi-
cycle offers a more scenic and easier 
ride that gets us to our destinations 
without trashing the planet.

Environmental benefits
Zero emissions. electric bikes run on 
clean energy, eliminating the devastat-
ing carbon emissions associated with 
cars, vans, trucks and motorcycles.

Long-lasting power. the batteries last 
for years—much longer than tradi-
tional types. they don’t contain lead 
and can be recycled.

easier on roads. Bikes are consider-
ably lighter than larger vehicles and cause 
much less damage to infrastructure.

Health-Friendly Commuting
e-bikes are a great way to bring some 
physical activity to an otherwise sed-
entary lifestyle. in a 2018 study, swiss 
researchers found that commuters 
enjoyed similar cardiorespiratory 
improvements regardless of whether 
they used an electric bicycle or a 
conventional, non-motorized model. 
With the power assist, e-bikers were 
able to cycle at higher speeds and 
climb hills more easily, which also 
proved to be highly motivating.

safety tips
Pay attention to traffic. many car 
drivers may not expect a biker to 
reach 20 or more miles per hour. 
Ride defensively.

Be visible. Outfit the bike with lights and 
a bell and wear eye-catching clothing.

Start slow. Get a feel for the bike’s 
capabilities at lower speeds before 
cranking it up.

give it a brake. With the added speed 
and power, slowing down well ahead 
of stop signs, lights and road cross-
ings is a must.

Be careful on the mount and dismount. 
an e-bike is about 20 pounds heavier 
than a regular bike, so a step-
through frame might make good 
sense, even for men.

Wear a helmet. according to the u.s. 
Centers for disease Control and 
Prevention, head injury is the most 
common cause of death and serious 
disability in bicycle-related crashes.

From award-
winning author 
Tammy Billups: 

✯ ✯ ✯
Discover the 

higher purpose 
behind our 

relationships 
with our animal 
companions.  

More Info: bit.ly/billups-book2
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Foam 
rolling—
rolling parts 

of the body on top of a lightweight foam 
cylinder—targets trigger points or pain-
ful knots in muscles and is a valuable tool 
for reducing chronic pain and enhancing 
workout recovery. From sciatica to pelvic 
floor dysfunction, there is a foam roller for 
almost every condition, including low- to 
high-density, heated and textured types for 
massage-like benefits.

Research during the past several years 
shows that using foam rollers before or 
after exercise quells fatigue, improves 
joint mobility, lowers risk of injury and 
eases muscle soreness. Its effectiveness is 
attributed to the activation of the central 
nervous system resulting in better circula-
tion and reduced inflammation.

“Foam rollers are used to relieve ten-
sion in the fascia (connective tissue), ‘roll’ 
out sore muscles and provide a soothing, 
self-controlled, soft-tissue massage,” says 
Amber Kivett, owner of Kivett Kinetic 
Solutions, in Monrovia, Indiana. “They can 

On a ROLL
Foam Rollers Ease Pain  
and workout Recovery
by marlaina Donato

also be used for proprioception, balance, 
flexibility, core stability training and most 
importantly, natural pain relief.”

Freeing the Body
Fascia, the body’s all-pervasive connective 
tissue, tightens like an invisible net from 
injury and other stresses and can adhere to 
the underlying muscles, creating pain and 
restriction. “Foam rolling has the power 
to change and realign the 12 fascial lines 
responsible for human movement and sup-
port,” says Kivett. “Those same fascial lines 
also sense and transmit pain and emo-
tion far greater than any nerve or muscle 
and respond well to foam rolling. There’s 
an emotional and spiritual release in the 
body when fascia is compressed and re-
leased. That response facilitates a structural 
change to human alignment and an imme-
diate change in pain levels for all types and 
causes of pain.”
Foam rollers offer an opportunity for 
self-care, according to Los Angeles fitness 
trainer Ashley Borden. “Foam rolling is 
one of the best ways to troubleshoot your 
own body, keep it healthy and mobile. Us-

ing an inexpensive tool like a foam roller 
not only feels good, but it also connects 
you to your body. Foam rolling the entire 
body encourages circulation and an imme-
diate feeling of relief afterwards. My clients 
who don’t like to work out are usually sur-
prised how good they feel post-rollout and 
feel encouraged to do more.” She cites re-
search that shows that a dynamic warm-up, 
paired with the use of foam rollers before 
and after workouts, amplifies recovery and 
aids in the repair of muscular micro-tears.

For Rafal Augustynowicz, founder of 
TeamRAF Fitness, in Kent, England, it’s 
about counteracting lifestyle stresses. “The 
foam roller is a beautiful and great tool, 
especially in the 21st century, when we sit 
too many hours. It is a great tool to get our 
mobility and our posture back to normal.”

Recovery, Joint Pain  
and Sciatica
Gently rolling targeted muscles below and 
above specific joints can help to resolve 
certain types of pain, including in the knee. 
“Many times, when a person has pain in 
the knee, it’s more than likely they have 
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Fit BOdy tight muscles elsewhere—calves, inner thighs, hip flexors or 
glutes—and the pain shows up in the knee,” says Augustyno-
wicz. “Foam rolling and using a massage ball have saved me 
many times when I had a lot of problems with my back, neck, 
hip and a dislocated shoulder.”

The practice can help ease sciatica, a sometimes-excruciating 
condition. “Most cases of sciatic pain are caused by tight muscles 
deep in the buttocks, including the piriformis muscle,” says 
Kivett. “The sciatic nerve travels through the piriformis, so if 
it’s tight, it will cause a sensation similar to that of sciatica nerve 
pain. A foam roller can be used along the back, throughout the 
buttocks and the legs to relieve tension, soften tissues and calm 
the nervous system for instant pain relief.”

Kivett, who was introduced to foam rollers during intensive 
physical therapy after a life-altering accident, found them to 
be a way to recover from severe fibromyalgia pain. “My nerves 
were hypersensitive from the injuries, and I used foam roll-
ing to reboot the ‘software’ in my brain, which allowed me to 
engage in recovering.”

Foam rolling is an all-around boon, Borden highlights. “The 
immediate relief, the muscle definition, the decrease in cellulite, 
all of these are added benefits.” ❧

Marlaina Donato is an author and composer. Connect at  
AutumnEmbersMusic.com.

moRe Advice FRom tHe exPeRtS
what to know before a roll

Amber Kivett: Ideally, it’s best to perform foam rolling 
right after a light warm-up for five to 10 minutes to increase 
circulation to the muscles and decrease tension and stiffness. 
If there is extra time, do a quick three to five minutes of foam 
rolling after a workout, but preferably after you’ve done your 
cool-down or some walking. You don’t have to foam-roll the 
entire body post-workout; just do a quick “scan” of areas that 
are more sensitive or painful.

For those with high levels of pain, fibromyalgia, MS, autoim-
mune conditions or an acute injury, I would recommend buying 
a low-density, soft, foam roller or [one] that vibrates, because 
soft and/or vibrating foam rollers are gentle to fragile areas. 

Ashley Borden: Foam rolling is a valuable tool for the senior 
population to improve overall body tightness and circulation. As-
sistance is needed if you have a hard time getting up and down. I 
would also suggest a non-slip yoga mat and using the softest foam 
roller first to gauge the pressure. If you feel like you have to hold 
your breath when you are foam rolling, the surface is too hard.

Rafal Augustynowicz: Never use foam rollers on bones, 
joints, the spine or armpits; only on the muscle/flesh. Be in-
formed to avoid arteries, etc. If it hurts too much, it’s probably 
not right. Watch tutorials or go to a professional.

Advertising
Can Work for You, Too!

We can’t guarantee you success like 
Korrine, but we do guarantee that we’ll 

work as hard for you as we did for  
her. With decades of experience 
in strategic marketing consulting, 

marketing management and market 
research, our publisher, Paul Chen, is 
dedicated to deepening our readers’ 
awareness of the numerous benefits 

our advertisers offer to enhance healthy 
living and personal evolution. 

“

”

Having opened our business  
this past March (2019), getting 

results quickly has been a blessing. 
Thrilled to report new clients 

coming each month. In our first 
month of advertising, 10 new  

clients experienced the Harmonic 
Egg sound healing chamber and 

expressed their gratitude for 
having discovered it in Natural 

Awakenings of Atlanta. 
Paul is amazing to work with,  

and we appreciate the  
wisdom he has shared in  
our promotion process.

~ Korrine Holt
Founder, Vibrology Center 

Atlanta, GA

REACH OUT TODAY  
TO FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP

PAUL@NAATLANTA.COM
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YOGA FOR PREGNANCY
by Marnie Memmolo

As any mother can attest, pregnancy is filled with growth 
and transformation. Women experience profound physi-
cal, emotional and spiritual shifts along with an increased 

sense of responsibility for self-care and attention to preparations 
for baby’s arrival. Yoga provides tools to navigate each part of this 
birthing journey with a greater sense of steadiness and ease.

The mother’s quality of life is essential to good pregnancy 
outcomes. Pregnancy is an ideal time for maintaining or adopting 
a healthy lifestyle, and yoga has been extensively researched as a 
safe and beneficial activity for uncomplicated pregnancies. Studies 
show that prenatal yoga supports easier labors, births and recover-
ies. Yoga postures, or asanas, help to condition and balance all 
bodily systems, and yogic breathing techniques calm the nervous 
system, allowing it to be in an alert and open state. Meditation 
strengthens the mind and expands consciousness through sus-
tained attention and mindfulness. All of these are valuable for a 
smoother pregnancy and birth.

In general, expectant mothers should avoid hot yoga, inversions, 
closed twists, deep backbends, intense abdominal work and any 
posture that will compress the abdomen. This is a good time to re-
member that yoga is non-competitive and non-judgmental. Modify 
or rest whenever appropriate to avoid overexertion and overstretch-
ing. Now is a time to listen to your body’s innate wisdom.

Yoga in the First Trimester
While it’s often not apparent on the outside, the first three months 
of pregnancy are filled with subtle, profound changes in the body 
such as dramatic shifts in hormone levels to support the uterus, 
placenta and fetus. Blood volume increases to meet the demands 
of both mother and baby. Heart rate increases and swollen tender 
breasts are common. Also, symptoms often include nausea, fa-
tigue, headaches and constipation. 

Restorative postures, breathing techniques and meditation can 
relieve symptoms, help manage mood and energy, and promote 
a calm mind. The quiet, supported postures of restorative yoga 
invite inner awareness and an intimate connection to the new life 
forming inside.

Restorative Pose  (Photos: sherrell Photography)

If symptoms in the first trimester are minimal or subside, then 
most basic yoga poses are suitable and can be modified as preg-
nancy progresses. 

Yoga in the Second Trimester
In the second trimester, early pregnancy symptoms gradually 
diminish and mothers often experience a surge of energy. The in-
creased size of the breasts and uterus bring weight gain and major 
structural changes in posture, stretched abdominals and low back 
strain. In this stage, pregnancy hormones that stimulate lengthen-
ing and laxity in ligaments, cartilage, bones and cervix allow for 
the pelvic outlet to expand for birth but can leave joints unstable 
and vulnerable.

It is important to balance out the changes in the body by learn-
ing proper posture and safe and effective strengthening for the 

yOGa

New to Yoga?

Learn with an 
experienced 

instructor, one-
on-one, how yoga 

can benefit your 
body and mind. 

ilona@peachtreeyoga.com
404-847-9642
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pelvic floor and abdominals, especially in functional movement. 
Asanas such as Cat/Cow, Child’s Pose and Down Dog at the wall 
can relieve tightness in the lower back, while spinal balances such 
as Bird Dog can encourage core stability.

Child’s Pose

To prepare for the remainder of pregnancy and childbirth, focus 
on building strength and stamina with postures like Warrior II, 
Intense Side Angle and Half Moon, which boost confidence and 
courage to face the unknown.

Half Moon Pose

At this point in pregnancy, mothers should avoid exercises and 
postures that require them to lie flat on the back longer than two 
minutes. Doing so can compress the inferior vena cava, a major 
vein that returns blood back to the heart. Prolonged or repeated 
compression of the vein can reduce blood flow to the placenta, 
which can impede fetal development. Supine poses can be modified 
with yoga props such as blankets, bolsters and blocks. Lying on the 
left side during Corpse Pose allows for optimal blood flow from the 
vena cava, reduces pressure on the liver and kidneys, improves di-
gestion and encourages optimal fetal positioning for easier delivery.

On a more subtle level, the second trimester often brings more 
sensations from the baby. Flutters, kicks, and baby hiccups naturally 
turn awareness inward. This is an excellent time to focus on the 
growing baby; visualizations can invite mothers to feel life inside. 
Gentle, rhythmic movements coordinated with the breath can bring 
more attention to the rocking sensation the baby might feel and 
help one imagine holding and rocking a baby in arms.

Yoga in the Third Trimester
In the third trimester, energy levels might vary. Back pain, postural 
challenges, poor circulation, interrupted sleep and swelling can be 
mediated with modified physical activity. Women must learn to 
adapt to the new shape of their bodies by modifying and discover-
ing what brings comfort. It is helpful to cultivate mindfulness of 
comfort in preparation for labor. The third trimester is also a good 
time to educate and mentally prepare for childbirth. 

Prenatal yoga classes often reinforce concepts learned in child-
birth education classes, offering postures that mimic birthing 
positions, encourage optimal fetal positioning and provide labor-
coping techniques. Seated Bound Angle and Birth Squat postures 
help open the hips. Goddess builds strength and brings attention to 
the pelvic floor. Hand and knee work, such as Cat, Cow, Hip Circles 
and Rocking Lunges, can simulate birthing positions. Experienced 
as gentle, rhythmic movement paired with the breath, these poses 
bring the mind into a more internal meditative space that soothes 
discomfort, calms the mind and accesses the innate intelligence of 
the body. 

Meditation, yogic breathing and vocalization can help balance 
thoughts and emotions surrounding the anticipation of birth and 
parenthood. The focus should be on relaxing, softening and open-

Yoga Mentoring 
+ Bodywork

ONLINE privates with 
Yoga & Breathwork, 
Massage & ÒRolfing,Ó 
and Developmental 
Movement.

William Hufschmidt 
LMT, E-RYT500

www.yogawithwilliam.com

A Wonderful
Approach

SpirituAl life CoACh 
MoMMA Seven

Call for a frEE assEssmEnt
678-777-1373

www.awondErfulapproaCh.Com

Advertise in our 
Yoga

Section 

Call us for more info: 404-474-2423 

ing. The constancy and familiarity of the breath invites security and 
helps mothers find calm composure in any situation. Furthermore, 
using slow, soft, steady inhalations and exhalations can decrease the 
odds of fetal distress by helping mothers remain relaxed themselves. 
Vocalization on the exhale, such as “Ohhhh,” “Ahhhh” and “Mm-
mmmm,” can help relax the jaw, and since there is a neurological 
connection between the jaw and pelvic floor, doing so helps to relax 
the pelvic floor, which can help ease the path for childbirth.

Meditation

Pregnancy and childbirth are rites of passage filled with a sense 
of self-discovery. Yoga invites mothers into an experience of 
sustained moment-to-moment presence to address new, profound 

A Focused Advertising Section

To place an ad in our  Yoga section, inquire at ads@naAtlanta.com 

Chamblee
BREATHE YOGA STUDIO
5522 New Peachtree Rd 
Suite 118 
Chamblee, GA 30341
404-673-0415

Decatur 
VISTA YOGA
2836 Lavista Road, Suite D
Decatur, GA 30033
404-929-9642
vistayoga.com

Johns Creek
JOHNS CREEK YOGA
11705 Jones Bridge Road
Johns Creek, GA 30005
770-619-1283
johnscreekyoga.com

TRUTH IN MOTION YOGA
9950 Jones Bridge Rd, Ste 1000
Johns Creek, GA 30022
truthinmotionyoga@gmail.com
truthinmotionyoga.com

Marietta
PEACH OUT POWER YOGA
3162 Johnson Ferry Rd. Ste. 440 
Marietta, GA 30062
470-299-5256
www.peachoutpoweryoga.com

Midtown
STILLWATER YOGA
Iyengar Yoga
931 Monroe Drive
Atlanta, GA 30306
stillyoga.com

Private Instruction
GINA MINYARD, E-RYT 500
Privates | Workshops | Trainings
Deep Meditation Instruction
ginaminyard.com
678-521-0431

BLUE LOTUS YOGA 
Johns Creek & Duluth
johnscreekyoga.com
duluthyogacenter.com
770-619-1283

 Both Johns Creek   
 and Duluth Yoga   
 o�er a safe   
 environment for   
 transformation and 
discovery using the tools of 
traditional yoga to build deeper 
community and consciousness.  

PEACHTREE 
YOGA CENTER
6050 Sandy Springs Circle
Atlanta, GA 30328
404-847-9642
peachtreeyoga.com

 Friendly, safe   
 discover yoga.   
 We have more  
RYT500-certified teachers than 
any other GA studio. And our 
teaching program has produced 
more teachers and studio 
owners than any other in GA.  

SANTOSHA STUDIO
896 Davis Drive
Atlanta, GA 30327
santosha-studio.com

  A private   
  space for   
personal discovery, Santosha 
o�ers customized yoga 
experiences in an intimate, 
woodland setting: therapeutic 
yoga, small group classes, 
continuing education, and 
meditation staycations.

MERAKI MAMA COLLECTIVE
408 Atlanta Street Suite 155
Roswell, GA 30075
770.558.4524
info@merakimamacollective.com

 THE studio for   
 new mothers! 
 We empower   
 your pregnancy, 
birth and transition into 
parenthood with expert training 
in yoga, Pilates, + barre. Also, 
childbirth education, newborn 
feeding support, massage and 
doula services.

and sometimes challenging experiences with empowerment so 
they can celebrate the gift and miracle of life. A sustained yoga 
practice fosters healthy habits beyond pregnancy and into the 
parenting years.

For additional support, in-person studio classes or livestream 
yoga classes allow for community connection, person-to-person 
interaction and individualized attention. Virtual classes also per-
mit birthing parents to be in the comfort and safety of their home 
without challenges of additional childcare, yet still allocate time 
for self-care. ❧

Note: It is best to have a conversation with your obstetrician, your 
midwife or a member of your healthcare team before beginning 
yoga or any other exercise program. If you are aware of complica-
tions, follow your healthcare provider’s guidelines and wait until the 
pregnancy is firmly established before initiating yoga practice. Once 
cleared, find an instructor with specialized prenatal training or a 
prenatal yoga class that offers exercises specifically designed for the 
pregnant woman.

Marnie Memmolo, ERYT200, RPYT, AWC, YACEP 
has been specializing in pre/postnatal yoga, Pilates, 
pelvic floor health and Ayurveda for more than 20 
years. She leads group, private lessons and work-
shops through her virtual yoga studio, Maha Moon. 
Connect at MahaMoon.com.
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CaLEnDaR OF EvEnts
Publicize your event! this section hosts free and paid listings. each month,  
we select a limited number of events — they must have broad appeal and  
cost no more than $10 to attend — to list for free. Otherwise, basic listings  
are $35 and enhanced listings are $75.

submit free listings to calendar@naatlanta.com and paid listings to 
ads@naatlanta.com.

tHuRsDay, maRCH 4
aromatherapy Foundation Course – 
thurs, mar 4-June 17. 10am-1pm. a 50-
hr Certificate Course with Roz Zollinger, 
certified aromatherapist and instructor. 
Learn key elements of this increasingly 
popular natural therapy. Heal Center, 270 
Carpenter dr ne, ste 505, sandy springs. 
404-303-0007. HealCenteratlanta.com.

FRiDay, maRCH 5
virtual 396 Hertz Healing: Letting go 
– 11-11:30am. Party of a series of energy-
centric classes with Jamie that you can 
take in any order. all virtual classes are 
recorded so no need to be disappointed if 
you missed class. $10. more info & register: 
JamieButlermedium.com.

satuRDay, maRCH 13
Honeybee Hive inspection – 1-3pm. Cin-
dy Hodges will teach the important things 
to look for in a hive and what you can do to 
make sure that your hive is thriving. $15. 
dunwoody nature Center, 5343 Roberts 
dr, dunwoody. 770-394-3322. dunwoody 
nature.org.

sunDay, maRCH 14
Flying into the Future – 12-4pm. Learn 
about flying animals and test your tinker-
ing skills with our stem-themed partners 
and activities. ecotinker science stations 
kick off exploring recycling and consumer 
science. CnC, 9135 Willeo Rd, Roswell. 
Registration required: 770-992-2055 or 
ChattnatureCenter.org.

tHuRsDay, maRCH 25
virtual nature Club – 7-9pm. With natu-
ralist Jerry Hightower, of Chattahoochee 
River national Recreation area. topic: Good 
Golly Goldenrod. $10/general, $5/CnC 
members. CnC, 9135 Willeo Rd, Roswell. 
Registration required by mar 24: 770-992-
2055 or ChattnatureCenter.org.

FRiDay, maRCH 26
natural Egg Dyeing – 10am-12pm. drop-
in family program. Certain plants contain 
powerful dyes that create stunning colors. 
Join us in this interactive program to learn 
more about these plants and decorate three 
vibrant eggs. $5-$6. atlanta Botanical Gar-
den, 1345 Piedmont ave ne, atlanta. space 
limited; register: atlantaBG.org.

march bit Community Call – 2-3pm. 
Lansdcaping and exterior maintenance. 
Register: southface.org.

satuRDay, maRCH 27
Online transmission meditation – 7:30pm. 
a meditation to help the world. sponsored 
by share international usa se Region. Free. 
via Zoom. info: 404-680-7423, info-se@
share-international.us. share-international.
us/se. Register: tinyurl.com/ylqucfh3.

sustainability in action Roundtable webi-
nar – 11am-12:30pm. From Competition to 
Collaboration: Balancing the natural, social 
and Built environments in a Regenerative 
economy. Learn more about the regen-
erative economy and how it creates value 
while simultaneously lifting all people and 
communities and enhancing natural sys-
tems. Free. Register: southface.org.

tuEsDay, maRCH 9
Reflexology Practitioner Course  – 
10am-1pm, tues, mar 9-June 22 or 
6:30-9:30pm, tues, mar 9-June 8. a 42+ 
hr, in-class certificate course with Roz 
Zollinger, Certified Reflexologist and 
instructor. Heal Center, 270 Carpenter 
dr ne, ste 505, sandy springs. 404-303-
0007. HealCenteratlanta.com.

wEDnEsDay, maRCH 10
virtual Park Pride meeting – 6-7:30pm. 
Representatives from dozens of Friends 
of the Park Groups, park conservancies 
and the parks department attend to learn 
more about the community efforts in that 
park, discuss current park and greenspace 
issues and support each other in efforts to 
improve our parks and our park system. 
Free. via Zoom. Register: ParkPride.org.

Online wild woman moon meditation 
– 7-9pm. Guided by our Priestess in Resi-
dence, alana saporiti, we’ll explore arche-
typal, cosmic energy, meditate, journal and 
craft intentions for the month ahead. $15. 
to register: santosha-studio.com.

PHOEnix & DRagOn bOOKstORE
5531 ROswELL RD nE, atLanta  •  404-255-5207  •  PHOEnixanDDRagOn.COm

sunDay, maRCH 7
Online Kabbalah and tarot monthly 
mashup – 6-7pm. With Linda Horton. 
this laid-back drop-in class looks at one 
or two elements of Kabbalah each month 
and how they apply to tarot. the rest of 
the class time is spent “learning by do-
ing” in the form of micro-readings. $15 
via PayPal. via Zoom. 404-255-5207. to 
register: LindaHortonmdiv@gmail.com.

FRiDay, maRCH 19
Online Past Life Regression – 7-9:30pm. 
With don simmons. discover for yourself 
through past life regression why you are 
the way you are—the hidden meaning of 
your intimate relationships—the under-
standing of any difficulty within your life. 
By seeing it, clarity takes place and healing 
begins. $25. via Zoom.

tHuRsDay, maRCH 25
wisdom and Healing through shamanic 
Journeys – 7-8:30pm. With vicki evans. 
an opportunity to connect with spirit and 
your guides for healing and direction. you 
can use the journeys to ask about all areas 
of your life, not just the spiritual side. $20 
via PayPal. to register: PayPal.me/vicki 
evanshealing. 

OngOing
EvEnts

sundays
Online sunday Experience – 9am, adult 
study; 9:30am, meditation; 10am, music; 
10:30am, service. With spiritual Liv-
ing Center of atlanta. slc-atlanta.org. 
to watch: Facebook.com/spiritualliving                  
centeratlanta.

Red Clay sangha sunday morning ser-
vice – 9am, meditation; 10:30-11:30am, 
dharma discussion. via Zoom. to watch: 
RedClaysangha.org.

Online meditation Open House – 10am. a 
30-min meditation and a 30-min discussion 
via Zoom. to watch: atlanta.shambhala.org.

One world spiritual Center sunday 
service – 11am. to watch: OneWorld 
spiritualCenter.net.

shamanic Journey – 11am. 1st sun. a vir-
tual healing experience brought to you by 
Heron House via Zoom. Free; donations ac-
cepted. to register: tinyurl.com/yctrp49j.

unity atlanta sunday services – 11am. 
Watch live stream or register to attend in 
person. 3597 Parkway Ln, Peachtree Cor-
ners. 770-441-0585. unityatl.org.

sunday morning talks and Discus-
sion – 11am-12pm. With vedanta Center 
of atlanta via Zoom. to watch: vedanta 
atlanta.org.

unity north Online sunday service – 
11:15am. to watch: unitynorth.org.

mondays
the {sama} Class: virtual – 9am. also 
held thurs & Fri. incorporates 25 mins of 
yoga, 10 mins of breathwork, finishing off 
with 10 mins of meditation. each teacher 
will bring their own spin to the class based 
on their particular lineage of training. more 
info: samaFoodForBalance.com.

tuesdays
Heart Jewel Chanted Prayers and medita-
tion – mon-Fri, 8-9am. Chanted Buddhist 
prayers and meditation. Free. to register 
for livestream: meditationinGeorgia.org.

Online meditation Open House – 7pm. 
a 30-min meditation and a 30-min dis-
cussion via Zoom. to watch: atlanta.                  
shambhala.org.

wednesdays
Zoom Check in: wellness wednesdays – 
10am. Check in with your community during 
COvid-19 crisis. slc-atlanta.org.

unity north Online wednesday Evening 
Experience – 7pm. to watch: unitynorth.org.

weekly wednesday meditation Class 
– 7-8:30pm. Open to all levels. experi-
ence true inner peace. With the vener-
able nicholas thannissaro of the Georgia 
meditation Center via Zoom. to register: 
meditationCircle.org.

thursdays
virtual Qigong – 6-6:45pm. more info & to 
register: decaturHealingarts.com.

Dunwoody beekeeping Club – 6:30-
7:30pm. 1st thurs. meeting features a 
program, followed by a question and an-
swer session with the ability to meet and 
learn from other local beekeepers. Free. 
5343 Roberts dr, dunwoody. 770-394-
3322. dunwoodynature.org.

twin Hearts meditation – 7pm. this 
meditation is an act of service. We use di-
vine energy to bless the planet, our loved 
ones and every part of our life. With atlanta 
Pranic Healing Center via Zoom. to watch: 
atlPranicHealing.com.

fridays
Prayers for world Peace – 6:30-7:15pm. 
an opportunity both to simply pray for 
world peace and to be a part of the so-
lution. includes a guided meditation, a 
short teaching and chanted prayers for 
world peace. to register for livestream:                                            
meditationinGeorgia.org.

saturdays
Free saturday meditations – 8-8:30am. 
to register for livestream: meditation                    
inGeorgia.org.

Dunwoody nature Center saturday vol-
unteers – 9am-12pm. 2nd sat. For anyone 
in the community who wishes to volunteer. 
a wonderful way to start off your weekend 
in nature and service. to promote social 
distancing, sign-up is mandatory; limited 
to 24 people. 5343 Roberts dr, dunwoody. 
770-394-3322. dunwoodynature.org.

Free Online guided meditation for all – 
9:45-11am. Will go over basics and guided 
meditation. no prior experience is needed. 
Classes meant to come together and 
meditate and learn little by little. via Zoom. 
Register: tinyurl.com/y3x5yy2s.

Ever wonder how 

is provided to you 

FREE
 every month?

Our local 
Advertisers

make it 
possible! 

Please support
our Advertisers!

And let them know
you saw them in
Natural Awakenings.
Thank you.

storms make trees take deeper roots. ~dolly Parton
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COmmunity DiRECtORy
Discover the leaders in natural health care, sustainable living, and personal and spiritual development in our 
community! to list your product or service here, email us at: ads@naatlanta.com

ayuRvEDa 

Clinical ayurveda specialist
Jaya Ramamurthy
California College of ayurveda 
www.ayurjaya.com 
ayurwellness@gmail.com

discover your unique ayurvedic 
constitution. Learn timeless 
ayurvedic food and self-care 
practices for lifelong wellbeing. 
Please email for details and to 
book a consultation. 

bOOKstORE, mEtaPHysiCaL 

Forever and a Day
7830 Hwy 92 
Woodstock, Ga 30189 
www.foreverandaday.biz 
770-516-6969

Crystals, 20% 
off new books, 
herbs, jewelry, 
incense, candles, 

160 tumbled stones. We offer psychic 
readings, classes, massage and more. Home 
of Woodstock salt Cave. Online calendar.

CbD

the CbD Joint
801 Church st #100 
marietta, Ga 30060 
thecbdjointcollective.com 
678-932-6912

We are atlanta’s 
leading CBd 
distributor, 
dedicated to 

bringing wellness through ultra-concentrated 
CBd products derived from natural,  
high-quality industrial hemp. more sleep.  
Less Pain. Better life.

COLOn HyDROtHERaPy

andrea’s Place
Global mall, norcross Georgia
Colonics, skin & Body Health
678-818-6148 or 770-729-8507

CHiROPRaCtiC

Healworks
5150 Roswell Rd ne, atlanta, Ga 30342 
healworks.net • 404-255-3110

Living well means enjoying 
life to the fullest everyday. Pain 
denies you the Life you desire. 
We provide One-stop Healing: 
the multi-discipline therapeutics 
that address body and mind.

EnERgy HEaLER

tatiana Franklin
Hello@tatianafranklin.com
678-622-2661

Certified Pranic Healer, Reiki 
master and Life Coach. i combine 
modalities to cleanse,  energize 
and heal. in-person 
and remote. Gain inner peace, 
balance and motivation!

HEaLtH COaCH

James Reichard
Health Coach / emF Consultant 
jim4wellness@yahoo.com 
678-421-8541

my practice uses vibrational 
and sound therapies to 
boost the flow of healing 
currents through your merid-
ians. that fortifies your 
body’s electrical pathways, 
which enhances the 

electromagnetic potential of your body.  
i transform your home into a safe sanctuary, 
protecting you and your family from emF’s 
harmful effects, and i address diet and 
nutrition to optimize the flow of healing 
currents and Qi through your body.

suPPORt LOCaL smaLL businEssEs! 

the heart and soul of any thriving community is comprised of local 
business owners and right now, more than ever, tHey need us!  

and we need them. Certainly, stressors are high and budgets are tight, 
but when making needed purchases, COmmit to shopping in person or 
online at local, small businesses whenever you can.
 Choose local markets, buy direct from local farmers and opt for 
take-out from your favorite restaurant. 
 We need each other to stay balanced and healthy, supporting our 
immune systems, our rest and renewal, and our environments. Check in with local specialists, retail 
stores and practitioners about inventory and resources to support diet, stress and sleep, to optimize a healthy 
mind, body and home.        

take care of our communities - tHinK LOCaL, buy LOCaL. 

Look deep into nature and 
then you will understand 

everything better.

~albert einstein

HOListiC DEntistRy

atlanta Dental wellness
Roberta d. Cann, d.m.d.
Piedmont Center, 3525 Piedmont Rd
Bldg Five, ste 408, atlanta 
atldentalWellness.com • 404-233-1102

mercury-free dentistry service 
for over 20 years. special 
treatment for mercury removal. 
discover which dental materials 
are optimal for you.

Rose Dental
4459 Lawrenceville hwy 
tucker, Ga 30084 
Call or text: 678-528-6747  
www.rosedentalatl.com

SMart-certified dr. Zina 
aaron and her rose dental 
team provide professional 
dental care in a comfort-

able, relaxing environment that is mercury-free  
and hypoallergenic.

HyPnOtHERaPy

Jim Colton Hypnosis
Braselton, decatur & sandy springs
jimcoltonhypnosis.com
404-434-4847

Build a better yOu by learning to 
love yourself. Beat bad habits, 
depression, anxiety, fears, 
anger, and grief quickly, 
effectively, painlessly, perma-
nently and naturally.

Roswell Hypnotherapy
Jeanne Campbell Bernstein
4343 shallowford Rd, marietta, Ga 30062
678-521-6637

Connect with your Higher 
self. the Quantum Healing 
Hypnosis technique can help 
people achieve breakthroughs 
in peak performance, and manage 
difficult emotions, physical pain 
and anxiety and depression.

intEntiOns

united intentions  
Foundation, inc.
discover the Power of your intentions!
11205 alpharetta Hwy, ste F5 
Roswell  • unitedintentions.org
678-495-4345

a nonprofit 
organization 
dedicated to 

sharing cutting- edge scientific research, tools 
and techniques that promote positive life 
changes. Offering education seminars, 
curriculum in the form of interactive videos and 
games, online resources, tools and applica-
tions. Join our online community to learn about 
the power of positive intentions, create your 
own, and share them with other members 
around the world! membership is free.

massagE

Lavida massage of sandy springs
5944 Roswell Rd 
sandy springs, Ga 30328 
LavidamassagesandyspringsGa.com 
404-236-7291

massage is medicine! 
We offer a variety of 
massage, including deep 
tissue, hot stone, lymphatic, 

prenatal, tmJ, etc. introductory offer for 
first-time guests!

PREnataL CaRE

alternative Prenatal Care
Osache’ 
www.preventativeherbals.org 
preventativeherbals@gmail.com 
706-403-7257

Prenatal massage and hypno-
therapy. Reduce stress and 
anxiety, heighten relaxation 
and improve sleep, and 
reprogram your subconscious 
to create a more peaceful and 

supportive mind and womb for baby. 

PROFEssiOnaL EDuCatiOn

Dragon Rises College  
of Oriental medicine
Gainesville, FL 32601
www.dragonrises.edu • 800-606-6685

Our comprehensive 
10-semester aCaOm-
accredited master’s degree 
program enables students 
to become competent, 
confident and successful 
acupuncturists. Graduates 
help people achieve genuine 

healing and their highest sustainable level of 
health and wellness. 

REntaL sPaCE

intown salt Room
563 memorial dr se 
atlanta, Ga 30312 
678-974-7867

Hold your next private 
workshop or virtual 
instruction surrounded by 
Himalayan salt. Call for 
pricing. Located near 
downtown. Free parking.

CLassiFiEDs

bOOKs | GOd HeaLs: the divine all-
spirit is the life-force, the healing force, in 
every form of life. Learn how we can open 
ourselves to this source of healing power. 
www.gabriele-publishing-house.com. 
1-844-576-0937.

s Pa C E  ava i L a b L E  |  F o r  h e a l i n g 
practitioners of all types: Bodywork profes-
sionals, energy healers, therapists, estheti-
cians, coaches, private yoga/meditation 
instructors, etc. in marietta with easy access 
to 75 and 285. comerelax@msn.com,  770-
952-0905.

w a n t E D  |  Lavida massage sandy 
springs is seeking Licensed massage 
therapists and practitioners of Reiki 
and other holistic modalities. Certifica-
tions preferred. excellent compensation.  
Call or email: 404-236-7291, nharris@
lavidamassage.com.

to place a classified ad, email your listing 
to ads@naatlanta.com. Cost is $1/word;  
minimum $25. deadline: Fifth of each month 
for the next month’s issue.

sPa
inga’s skin & body Care salon
1471 terrell mill Road suites a & B
marietta, Ga 30067
www.ingas-comerelax.com
770-952-0905

treat yourself to luxurious 
relaxation and sophisticated 
warmth. From massage, to 
facials, to wraps, to an 
extensive product selection 
including gems and crystals, 
you deserve it!

 
sPiRituaL & mEDitatiOn 

CEntERs

share international
share-international.us/se/
info-se@share-international.us
404-680-7423

transmission meditation is 
the simplest way to serve 
the world and strengthen 
your spiritual nature. 
introductory talk followed 

by meditation. visit our website for more 
information.
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As the youngest child by many years 
in my family, I idolized my older 
siblings. I studied them, wanted to 

be like them and sought their attention and 
their time every day. As I grew older, that 
admiration didn’t diminish. 

Fast-forward to a beautiful summer 
Sunday in Atlanta, circa 1994, when 
my big brother Tom came to visit from 
Indiana. Instantly, I felt like I was 11 years 
old again, although the calendar had me 
firmly in my mid-30s. I egged him on, 
wanting to play, but more than anything, I 
wanted to make him proud of me. 

Our first outing was to the Whitewater 
water park. We arrived bright and early 
before the crowds got big and the lines got 

long. Within 15 minutes of our arrival, 
we walked by the Dragon’s Tail ride. Thrill 
level: Max. 

“C’mon D, let’s go!” Tom shouted at me. 
If anybody else had asked me to go on 

that ride, I would have politely declined. 
I love water, but that ride was more about 
terror than water. I didn’t want to disap-
point Big Bro, though, so up the multiple 
flights of stairs we climbed. The wood 
was hot under my bare feet, and I kept an 
eye out to see if anyone was walking back 
down the stairs—opting not to take the 
plunge to certain death. The line wasn’t 
long, but I agonized every second of the 
wait. What. Was. I. Doing? 

As our turn approached, I started 

to panic. My heart was pounding, I felt 
jittery, and I desperately wanted to turn 
around and head back down the stairs. 
Shame seemed a better alternative. 

“Lie back, cross your ankles and clasp 
your fingers behind your head!” barked 
the teen attendant as I gingerly stepped 
into the little pool at the top. 

“Oh no, I don’t think so,” I thought. “I’ll 
just scoot my way down nice and slow.” 
Sitting at the top of the slide, I followed 
none of the directions. I grabbed both 
sides of the slide and began scooting my 
way forward. However, the ride’s design 
prevented me from making any real 
progress with this method; the huge jets 
of water meant to propel us to the bottom 
didn’t actually make contact with the sur-
face of the slide. I quickly discovered that 
scooting was not an option.

Seeing no alternative, I laid back, 
crossed my ankles, clasped my hands 
behind my head and closed my eyes like 
never before. Off I flew. 

Needless to say, the ride did not last 
long. Mid-flight, I realized that I was being 
carried along only by a jet of water, and 
then I was plunged dramatically into the 
pool at the bottom. I had survived. Deliri-
ously relieved it was over and proud that I 
had acted far braver than I felt, I spent the 
rest of the day in a happy daze.

Decades later, the lessons from that 
experience took on greater meaning: How 
often in life do we try to “scoot” forward, 
attempting to control events, people, 
and circumstances because it feels too 
overwhelming and risky to just let life 
be? We sometimes try to go so slowly and 
fearfully that we miss the adventure. The 
sense of control we get from our efforts to 
manipulate is intoxicating, but it is an il-
lusion. It is no more helpful or sustainable 
than my attempt to scoot my way down 
the Dragon’s Tail. ❧

Diane Martinez is a certified 
holistic life coach based in 
Sandy Springs. She offers 
virtual and live one-on-one 
life coaching and small 
group classes on Zoom. 

Follow her on Instagram @lifecoachmartinez 
and ConsciousCreatingLifeCoaching.com.

WaLKinG eaCH OtHeR HOme

THE RiDE 
of My lifE

by Diane martinez

In Law of Attraction

We are always asking “why” 

and “how” does it work? How 

do Thoughts turn to Things? 

We want to know the power 

of practiced thought from an 

energetic perspective.

Conditioning is a “bridging book”  
that fills in the gaps of how and  

why energy works, in a total 
emergent style based in energy 

and translated through psychology, 
science, and philosophy. It makes 
your techniques make sense by 

bridging the concepts you practice 
with the knowledge of what energy  

is straight from the source!
Silhouette Jones takes you into  
the world of energy so that you  
can practice without wondering  

how or why it works, you just  
know that it works!

Conditioning

By Silhouette Jones

Available For Purchase  

on Amazon.com

Amazon: http://bit.ly/jones-conditioning YouTube: bit.ly/energy-in-motion
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We are conveniently located in the heart of Tucker, GA. We have free parking on the premises.
www.rosedentalatl.com - info@rosedentalatl.com - 4459 Lawrenceville Hwy. Tucker, GA, 30084.

Call or text us today: 678.528.6747

Some of the services our office provides:

• Mercury SAFE practices
• Mercury and metal free restorations
• BPA and BisGMA free fillings
• Fluoride alternatives
• Ceramic restorations
• Dental ozone therapy
• Special air purification systems to reduce airborne pathogens and

environmental toxins
• Special chair-side evacuation system (DentAirVac) captures mercury

vapors to protect patients

Robust referral network for many alternative care practitioners is also
available.

As a biological dentist, Dr. Aaron is
certified in Safe Mercury Amalgam
Removal Technique (S.M.A.R.T.).

With Dr. Ronald Dressler as her
mentor, Dr. Aaron is able to draw on
his decades of experience using
natural therapies (at times in
combination with conventional ones)
to prevent, diagnose, and treat
diseases of the oral cavity safely and
healthfully.

Mercury Free and Mercury Safe Biocompatible
(Holistic) Dentistry.


